In the field of biomedical optics, Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is one of the success stories of transition from research to routine medical diagnostics. This talk will focus on OCT as an interesting case study for successful technologies in the medical field, in particular in ophthalmology.
Despite being a unique solution for the technical problems of imaging into the eye, it took more than 15 years to establish OCT as a routine diagnostic tool in ophthalmology. The presentation will highlight the technical and clinical milestones that drove this development. One of the technical milestones was the transition from time-domain OCT to spectral-domain OCT that enabled substantially more sensitive detection and therefore faster imaging. It makes the acquisition of large 3D volumes within the eye and real-time visualization, e.g. for surgical procedures, possible. The research in OCT for ophthalmology continues to be a highly active field with regard to new technical developments and clinical applications. The introduction of swept-source OCT could be another technology shift leading to even higher imaging speeds. But new technologies do not automatically substitute old ones. The clinical value as the ultimate driver of adoption depends on a number of factors that will be discussed.
OCT has also been recognized as interesting optical technology for other medical applications as well. Substantial research went into establishing OCT as diagnostic modality in e.g. tumor diagnostics (optical biopsy) and cardio-vascular imaging. Being likely one of the most prominent technologies in biomedical optical imaging research, its clinical use remains limited. Catheter-based cardio-vascular imaging has emerged as the next big application of OCT in medicine. As is the case in ophthalmology too, its success as diagnostic tool is linked to the development of novel therapeutic interventions.
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